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Abstract.
Infrared observations are crucial for studies of high redshift galaxies.
I summarize the capabilities of three future infrared space observatories,
and give a few examples of applications to the study of galaxy formation
and evolution. SIRTF, with its 8.5 cm, .5.5 E; telescope, will be launched
in December 2001, providing natural backgroundlimitedimaging from
3 - 180pm and spectroscopy from 5 - 4Opm over its expected .5 year lifetime. The Next Generation Sky Survey was a proposed (but not selected)
Medium Explorer surveying the entire sky at 3.5, 4.7, 12 and 23pm with
a thousand to a million times better sensitivity t h a n previous all-sky infrared surveys. The larger (3.5 m ) but warmer (70 K ) Far Infrared and
Sub-mm Telescope is planned for launch in 2007, providing imaging and
spectroscopy from 80 - 670pm over its 3 year lifetime.

1.

Introduction

Hy Spinmd's career intersech with my own life in severa.1 important ways: my
parents met i n International House, the site of this conference, i n the year Hy
came to Berkeley as a freshman. In fact, the only time in Hy's astronomical
career awa.y from Berkeley wa.s a 2 year stint at JPL, when he was one of the
first three people hired into the JPL astrophysics group - the group in which
I plan observations of high redshift galaxies with the Space Infrared Telescope
Facility (SIRTF) today. I began working on SIRTF with Hy's sponsorship at
Berkeley a dozen years ago.
I performed some archival research on Hy's years at JPL and came across the
image shown in Figure 1. The data.were obtained in 1963, making the lookback
time over half Hy's curerit, age. It is evident t,ha,t Hy is among the more luminous
members of t,he a.stronomical community,since he's evolved relatively little since
then. A l l the major features seem to be i n place, although the bar structures
a.re more pronouncetl.
2.

InfraredObservationsand

Galaxy Formation

There are several fundamental reasons why infraredobservations are crucial
These include the cosmological
for st,udies of galaxy formation and evolution.
redshift,, t,hc ubiqrlit,y of the H- ion as a dominantopacity source i n stellar
1

Figure 1.

Hyron Spinrad a,t J P L i n 1963

populations, and the irrllmrtatlce of dust i n I ~ ~ o d ~ ~ I the
i ~ tspectral
il~g
energy distribution of st,a.r fornling regions. Such considerations have motivated a wide
va.riety of planned and proposed spa.ce i n f r a t d rttissions. including the three I
discuss here: SIHTF’, ISGSS. and FIKS’I’.
It is almost a ta.11taologyto st,at,e that, infrared data a.re necessary to understand evolutiotmry effects i n high redshift galasies. Comparisons of galaxies a t
different lookback time must, he nmde a.t, const,ant rest frame wavelengths to be
mea,ningfttl. For. st.arlight, the most releva.nt wa,velengths are from the Lyman
break at 912A to the CO absorption bands at 2.3pm.
The Lyman break technique h a s nowbeen extended to the point ( 2 2 7 )
that galaxies at the high redshift frontier areundetectablewithoutinfrared
observations(Lanzettaet al. 199s. Dickinson et al. 1999). The Lyman break
technique samples rest frame
I J V light, ernitt,ed by the hottest stars and hence
is a n excellent guide t,o unobscurt.cI st.ar-formingpopulations.Extending
this
technique to even higher redshift,s is likcly t o reqllire NGST.
But the spect,ra o f the g a r d ~ nv;Iriety stars illlcl galaxies we know most about
~1
peak in the near infrared, bcvausr o f t l r 1~1 - opacity m i n i m u m at, 1 . 6 ~ 1 (John
1988). Identifying liirge samples o f high rcdsltift galaxies in the rest frame near
IR has been one of ttrc clcfining scicnt,ific prograttls for SIRTF (see Figure 2 ) .
F i d l y , s t a r forlllat,ioll, :\.I. I(’i\st loc.all!,
is st,ronglyassociated with dust
and hence with high l(lv(>Is of I f c i c.sti11ctiotl. LIeurer, Heckman, & Chlzetti
[ 1999) a.nd Steidel 1.1 i l l . ( I!)!)!)
I I ~ I W IIS(VI t cwrrc.lat,ion of CIV spectral index
with f a r [R. emissiori t , ( ~ cst,it1l:~t(~
~ , I I ; I I , clstitlrtiorr corrections toestimates of
the globa?.lstar Corttiat,ioIl ri1t.t. ilrt’ it f > 1 ( . t o l ’ of 5. I < t ~ w t r t ,far-infrared detections
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Figure 2. Model spectra as a function of redshift for a maximally old
L* galaxy in which all stars formed in an instantaneous burst, at z = TO,
and evolve passively thereafter, i n an H , = :io. qo = 0.1 cosmology. The
flux is normalized to M K = -25.1 today (Gardner et al. 1997). Also
shown are the IRAC sensitivities ( l a in 500 seconds).
1,8=1012 L,o,o

galaxy a t z=O.l, 0 . 5 , 1 . 3 , 5 a n d 10

wavelength A (in prn)

Figure 3 .
Model spectra of a n IK. lunlinousgalaxy a t variousredshifts, from Guitlerdoni et al. (1999). Also plotted are the sensitivities
of various existing and proposed inst,runlents.
3

of the cosmic t>ac.kgrolllld ( ~ I > \ I I S P ~I!)!)S), ; t l l t l f;l.r-i[lfrared a,1ltl sr~bmilli~neter
detections offield galaxies w i t h f,90 and SClL1B.4 (Kawara ;it, ;\.I. 1994, Pugct,
et al. 1999, Barger et al. 1998, €Iughes etal.
199s) also hint at a heavily

dust enshrouded starburst population i n the early universe. Whetherthese
sources are in fact starbursts or are powered by AGN, what their luminosities
are, and what their redshift distribution is, are very much open questions. The
identification and characteriza,tion of distantultra-luminous infraredgalaxies
(LiLIRG’s - see Figure 3) reclrtires space infrared missions which directly sample
the bulk of their bolometric luulillosity.
3.

SIRTF

Studies of galasy formation and evolution have been one of the chief motivations
for SIRTF since its inception. After many years of conceptual design studies,
SIRTF has enteredits final construction phase (Fanson et al. 1998). SIRTF
will consist of a. 0.85-meter cryogenically-cooled telescope and three science inin the 3 - 180pm
struments capable of performing imaging and spectroscopy
wavelength band.With launch planned for December2001, SIRTF will complete NASA4’sfamily of Great Observatories.Large format infrared detector
arrays, coupled withinnovative choices in orbitandsystemarchitecture
will
give SIRTF a large increa.se in sensitivity across its wavelength range, compared
t o previous missions such as IRAS and ISO. Over 75%)of the observing time
during its 2..5year-minimum (5 year goal) lifetime will be awarded to general
investiga~tors.A call for Legacy Proposals (large projects of both immediate scientific interest and lasting archival value, and with no proprietary data period)
is pla.nned for .July of 2000. For the most up-to-date information on SIRTF, see
http://sirtf.caltech.edu.
Several innovative design features have enabled SIRTF to reta.in the majority of the originally envisioned science capability at a fraction of the original
cost, and mass. SIRTF’s 8.5-cm aperture Classegrain telescope is cooled by helium
vapor to 5.5 K. The telescope primary and secondary mirrors are constructed
of beryllium, and the f-ratio of the system is f/12. The telescope is a RitcheyChretiendesign,diffraction limited at a wavelength of 6.5pm.Three science
instruments share the 32 arcminute diameter focal plane, and are located in a
chamber cooled to 1.4 K by superfluid helium. A major technical development
of the SIRTF mission has been the implementfation of a “warm-launch architecture,” i n which SIRTF’s telescope assembly is launched at ambient temperature
and alloned to cool radia.t,ively (passively) to
30K, and only thenthermally
conncctml to the helium ta.nk. Only t,he foca.1-plane instruments and the compact liquitlhelium cryostat are enclosed i n a. vacuum shell. This has led to a
dramatic reduction i n the volume of liquid cryogen required (360 liters) for the
&year nlission.
A Delt,a 7920-H rocket will be used to la.unch SIRTF directly into an Earthtrailing heliocentric orbit, which drifts a.wa,v from the Earth at approsimately
0.1 At1 per year. N o orbit corrections o r adjust,rrlents are envisaged. This
orbit, renlovcs the thermal load a,11c1viewing constraints imposed by the Earth,
providing much simpler operatious than are possible in a n Earth orbit. SIRTF’s
window of visibility on the celestkd sky will form a n annulus, perpendicular t o
4

sensitivities expected for N(;SS were 55. 60, 320. ;i11(1 1 I’LO//,.Jy rclspectively at#
these four wavelengths, a.nd t,he ilnage quality wa.s spcificd as .5” Vkl‘Hh[ (10’’ a t
2 3 p m ) . NGSS would have > 2 x better sensitivity over the 2500 square degrees
nearest the ecliptic pol% due to the lower zodiacal background and increased
number of passes. NGSPplanned to scan the sky in a polar, sun-synchronous orbit with a 50 cm telescope, using the MIPS scan mirror to freeze a 34‘ field onto
four 10242 arrays cooled with a solid hydrogen cryostat similar to WIRE. Although it, was not selected i n the current round of Medium Explorers for launch
i n 2003/2004, NGSS maybe reproposed i n the future. For further information
see http://www.astro.ucla.edu/Nwright/NCSS.
5.

FIRST

The Far Infrared and Sub-mm Telescope (FIRST) is cornerstone number 4 of
the European Space Agency’s ‘Horizon 2000’ science plan. FIRST will perform
photometry and spectroscopy in the 80 - 670pm range. [!sing a n architecture
reminiscent ofSIRTF, NASA will supply the 3.5 m diameter Cassegrain telescope
which is passively cooled to < 70 K, while the three science instruments are
housed in a, superfluid helium cryostat. Launch of FIRST on an Ariane .5 into
an orbit around the L2 point ( 1 . 5 million km from the Earth in the anti-solar
direction) is planned for 2007. FIRST will be a generalpurposeobservatory.
with a minimum operational lifetime of 3 years.
The FIRST instruments are the Heterodyne Instrument
for FIRST (HIFI
- Th. de Grauuw, SRON, PI); the Photoconductor Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS - A. Poglitsch, MPE, PI); a.nd the Spectral and Photometric
Imaging REceiver (SPIRE - hI. Griffin, QMW, PI). HIFI offers R
lo3 - lo6
heterodynespectroscopy over the 110 - 625pm range, using Superconduct,orInsuhtor-Superconductor (SIS) and Hot Electron Bolometer (HEB) misers. The
line sensitivity is
W/m2 (5a in 1 hour). PACS uses two 2 5 X 16 Ge:Ga
arrays simultaneously covering X0 - 130pm a.nd 130 - 210pm with full sampling
a t 90 and 180pm respectively, providing
FjmJy point source detections. -4s a
spectrometer PACS covers 17100 km/sec a t R
1.50, with a line sensitivity of
2x
W/m2.SPIRE will use bolometer arrays cooled to 0.3K to image a
4’ x 4‘ field simultaneously a t 250, 3rj0, and 500pm t o SmJy. The arrays contain 322, 2J2, and 162 pixels respectively, and are refrigerated by a closed-cycle
‘He sorption cooler. SPIRE also includes a Fourier Transform Spectrometer
operating over a 2‘ x 2‘ field with adjustable resolution from 0.04 - 2 ern-', corresponding to R = 20 - 1000 at 2SOpm. Figure 4 summarizes the performance
of the FIRST instruments. .4dditional informa.tion about, FIRST can be found
a t http://astro.estec.esa.nl/First.
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Future Space Missions and Galaxy Formation and Evolution

Relat,ive to ISO, SIRTF’s det,ector arra,ys provide typically I - 2 orders of magnitude better sensitivity, coupled with I - 2 orders of magnitude more pisels.
The gains of NGSS and FIRS?’ a.re even more srrbstantia.1. These gains are sufficient, to bring vast, numbers of disthnt ga.la.sies a t large lookback times within
t h e grasp of the new geenrat,ion of space i n f r a , r d missions.
6

the ecliptic p l a u c ) , with a.llowetl solar thlgatiolls rarlgitlg from S O to 1’20 degrees.
:\I1 regiow of the sky will be visible to SIKTF twice a-year, for a m i n i m u m of
M 40 days e;l.(.ti period ( ; I [ t,he ecliptic equator). The visibility periods increase
to 2 200 days per year a t an ecliptic latitude of GO”, andconstant viewing
is possible within lOoof the ecliptic poles. About a third of the sky will be
instantaneously visible to SIKI’F a t any given time.
3.1.

SIRTF Instruments

The SIRTF instruments a.re the Infra.red Array Camera (IRAC‘ - C;. Fazio, SAO,
PI, Fazio et al. 1998); the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS - J. Houck, Cornell, PI,
Roellig et al. 199?); and the Multiband Imaging Photometer for SIRTF (MIPS
- G. Rieke, U. Arizona, PI, Heim et al. 1998).
IRAC provides imaging a t 3.6, 4..5, .5.8, and8pm, withpredictedpoint
sourcesensitivities (Fja in 500 sec) of w 3, 4, 10, and 1.5pJy respectively. All
bands use arrays with 2.562 1!’2 pixels, with InSb detectors for the two shorter
wavelengths, and Si:As IBC detectors for thetwo longer longerwavelengths.
Dichroic beamsplitters a.llow the 3.6 and 5.8pm arrays to view the same #5!l x 5!1
field while an adjacent field is simultaneously imaged a t 3.5 and 8pm. A shutter
allows dark current and absolute sky brightness measurements, and its mirrored
inner surface can also be illuminated by calibration sources.
a 12S2 pixel Si:Sb IBC
The IRS uses a 12?2 pixelSi:As IBCarrayand
array to provide low resolution (R 50) long-slit (1’ - 2r.5) spectroscopyfrom
.5 - 4Opm. A second pair of these arrays provides moderate resolution (R w 600)
echelle spectroscopy with 12” - 22” slits from 10 - 40pm. The low resolution
1 mJy (Fja in .500 sec), while the line sensitivity in the echelle
sensitivity is
W/m2.Part of the low resolution Si:As array is used t o
mode is M 3 x
obtain “peak-up” images over two 1’ x 1!2 fields: one covering 13 - 18pm, the
other 18 - 26pm. 0nboa.rd centroids are determined from these peak-up images
to offset the source directly onto the selected slit with sub-arcsecond accuracy.
The MIPS provides imaging over a 5 ! 3 field using a 12g2 pixel Si:As IBC
array at 24pm,and a 322 pixel Ge:Gaphotoconductorarray
a t 100pm.A
2 x 20 pixel stressed Ge:Ga photoconductor array images a 0!5 x 513 field at
l6Opm.Predicted .5u in ,500 second sensitivities are 0.37, 1.4,and 22.5 mJy
160pm value is limited by confusion).A
respectively in the three bands (the
scanmirror derived from the design proven in ISO’s SWS instrument allows
sources to be chopped on and off the detectors. The scan mirror also enables
MIPS to efficiently survey large areas, by freezing a n image of the sky on the
three detectors for several seconds while the observatory continuously scans in
theopposite direction at a constantrate.Othersettings
of the scan mirror
enable a fully-sampled, higher rnaguification mode a t 7Opm, and an R M 1.5
spectral energy distribution mode from 52 - 9Spnl.
N

4.

NGSS

The Nest Generation Sky Survey (NGSS) wa.s a, proposed NASA Medium Explorer to survey the entire sky at, 3.5 and 4.7pm with a million times better sensitivity than COBE, and a t 12 and 23pm with a thousand times better sensitivity
t,ha.n IRAS. E.L. Wright of LJClLA was the PI. The minimum .5a point source

SPIRE

SPIRE

Figure 4.
Photometricand
struments.
6.1.

spectroscopicsensitivity

of FIRST in-

Redshifted
Starlight

One of the defining scientific programs for SIRTF is the study of galaxies t o
z > 3 by means of deepsurveys a t 3 - 10pm. This limit was selected because it is apparently beyond the peak in the space density of luminous quasars
(Schmidt,, Schneider, 8z Gunn 1995). Not only will IRAC's excellent sensitivity
in this wavelength region allow such galaxies to be detected (Figure 2), but the
H- opacity minimum at 1.6pm (John 1985) is expected t o be a major tool in
photometric redshift determination at 1 < z < 5 (Wright, Eisenhardt, & Fazio
1994; Simpson 8z Eisenhardt 1999): since it is a. ubiquitousfeature of stellar
atmospheres.
LW-bright examples of such galaxies have already been detected by means
of the Lyma,n breaktechnique(Steidel
et al. 1996, 1999), andthey play an
important role i n the overall star formation history of the Llniverse (Madau etal.
1996). By detecting galasies on the strengthof their UV emission, however, LBG
samples are necessarily biased in favor of those with both active star formation
and relatively modestextinction. Such samples will not reveal if there is a n
underlying population of galaxies which have already assembled the bulk of their
stellar mass. In the absence of ongoing star formation, even massive galaxies
will be too faint in the rest-frame ultraviolet to be picked up by optical surveys.
The stelhr mass already present. at a n early epoch constrains the star formation
rate to t1la.t point, a quantity which is still uncertain due to the possibility of
significant dustextinction.
Hence a n accuratepicture of thestarformation
history o f the universe can only be deternlined by making an a.ccurate census of
d l grthsies, not just star-forming ones with low extinction. Since the luminosity
i n the rest-frame t1ea.r-infmretl correlates linearly w i t h mass (Gavazzi, Pierini,
k Boselli 1996) and is relatively una.ffected by dust obscuration, this is clearly
the spectral region i n which t,o make such a census.
Figure 2 shows that IRAC! sensit,ivity is sufficient t o samplearoundthe
rest franw 1.6pm peak to 2 > 3 . NGSS could constructa similar sample a t
2 = 1 over 2500 square degrees around the ecliptic poles. Scaling from existing
selectd samples, Simpson k Ekenhardt (1999) estirrlattb that, IRAC could
gencratc a. samplecontaining roughly onethousand z = 3L" galaxies i n 100
h o u r s of observation. Beyond generat,ing a sample selected prima,rily on mass,
3
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Figure -5. Loci of the fourgalaxy models discussed in [2:3] in the
L - h f us A, - B, (3.6 - 4 5 p m vs. 5.6 - 8.0pm) color-color diagram.
The locations of the models a t z = 1,2,3,4,5are indicated.
IRAC sampling of the 1.6pm peak can be used to obtain photometric redshifts.
The rj.8 and 8pm IRAC filters were optimized for photometric redshifts of z M 3
galaxies(Simpson & Eisenhardt1999). If supplemented by comparablydeep
groundbased K data (e.g. with the planned UKIRT wide field camera), NGSS
could use a similar approach to identify many thousands of z
1 galaxy clusters.
As a n illustration of how photometric redshifts can be derived from IRAC
data, Figure 5 shows a 3.6 - 1 . 5 p m vs. rj.6 - 8.0pm color-color plot for the
galaxy models considered in Simpson & Eisenhardt (1999) in the redshift range
1 < z < 5 . It can be seen that the color in thetwoSi:Asfilters
is generally
able to provide an excellent measurement of the galaxy redshift for z 2 2. For
1 z 2, the 3.6-4.5pm color provides most of the photometric redshift signal.
Only Model D has a very limited range of colors which might hamper analysis,
since we are observing the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of a recent starburst with only
weak metal line blanketing; however, this is exactly the sort of UV-bright galaxy
which would be detected in surveys for UV dropouts, and so this does not pose
a problem.
N

6.2.

Infrared Luminous Galaxies

In the local universe, 30%)or more of the bolometric energy of galaxies is emitted a t > IOpm (Lonsdale 1999, Sanders & hfirabel1996). The ratio of IR to
L'V/optical luminosityincreases with star formation rate and luminosity, a.nd
can exceed 1 O O : l in extreme cases. As derived from UV luminosity,both the
incidence of' high SFR galaxies and the global SFR were much higher at z 2 1
than toda.y (Madarl et al. 1996). Hence it is plausible to expect that ultraluminous IR starburst galaxies such as A r p 220 were also much more common
a t high redshift.
8

Figure 6.
Simulated TOpm map of 3.5 x 3.5’ region with LIIPS (left)
vs. IS0 (right).
The detection of the cosmic infrared barkground (CIB) a.t 110 and 240pm
by DIRRE (Hauser etal. 1998) demonstratesthat at least half of the bolometric
energy integrated over the age of the Universe is found in t,he IR-submm range
(Dwek et al. 1998). Deep observations with SCUBA revea,I a population of
8.50ynl sources with fluxes > 1 nlJy whichcan account for rnuch of the CIB
(Hugheset al. 1998,Barger et al. 1998). while I S 0 surveys to 100 m.Jy at
li.5ptn reveal a population which accounts for roughly 10%)of the C‘IR (Reach
et, a?.I. 1999).
Figure :3 from Guiclerdoni et, a.1. (1999) plot,s t,he spectrum of an I R starburst
galasy with luminosity similar to A r p 220 at various redshifts. The sensitivity
of a number of existing, planned, a.rtd proposed instrurnent,s is shown for cornp;\.rison.
SIRTF’s MIPS instrument can obtain phot,ometryforsourcessimilar
to
Arp 220 to 3 2, and should be able t o identify the bulk of the discrete sources
comprising the CIB a t 16Opm. FIRST’S SPIRE instrument will extend this to
-500prr1 wit,h better angular resolution, probing more deeply into the confusion
espectecl a.t these wavelengths. Targeted far-IR observations of luminous LBG
g;\.la.sies on the on(’ hand, a,rld of S<!l.’RA sources on the other will a.llow the
const,rltct.ion o f complete s p w t ra,l energy clist,ributions for these ohject.s, and
show whet.ller there is ar~ysigtIifica,nt ovtbrl;q) 1)ct.weenobjects wlricll cont,ribute
to the (r\*/optical coslrlic hwkgrourld and t,llosc whicll rnake u p thf. CLH.
The MIPS scan mirror c . n a blcls la.rge arcws t o be survpyetl efficient,ly. Figure
ti illtlstr;\,t,esthe type of‘ data espectecl Tronl 24 hours o f MIPS observa.t,ion, as
rot1ll)il.rc’(l t o t,he same tittle wit.11 [SO. Wit,t1 its very large a,rrays. NGSS would
survey c ’ w n n ~ o wefFtricrlt.ly: t,lrc-> nlos;lic shown i u Figure (j c.orresponds t o a . single
N<:SS f i ( ’ I t i . a ? . I t h o ~ go[tIy
I ~ i1,t \V;l.vclIc’[1gt,hs 5 2;j//,Itt. S I I ~ V SIICII
~ ’ ~ i1.s
S tlkcSP w i l l
allow t , h c itlr.nt,i~ca,t,iottof lil,rgf’ c.lloltgh s>ttlll’les to sc~wrchf o r rare a n c l perha.ps
presc.nt,ly Itnknown cl;~ss(~s
o f objr\cts.
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Figure 7.
Simulated low-resolution IRS spectrum of an ultralumi1
nous IR galaxy at z = 2 (left), and high-resolution spectrum at z
(right).
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6.3.

Starbursts vs. AGN

Whilesurveyscan
reveal previously unsuspectedpopulations
anddetermine
global pammeters, spectroscopy is necessary to understand the physical nature
of the infrared luminous objects IR surveys w i l l discover. For heavily extincted
objects with extreme ratios of IR to UV/optical luminosity, the IRS is likely t o
be the only tool to obtain the redshift until the advent of NGST and FIRST.
Figure 7 shows simulated IRS spectra of an Arp 220-like IJLIRG with the low
resolution modules a t 3 = 2 and with the high resolution modules a t z = 1. The
complete low resolution spectrum would require a few hours of IRS observing,
while the high resolution spectrum corresponds to 1000 seconds of integration.
One of the fundamental questions regarding LJLIRG’s is whether they are
powered by starbursts or by AGN. The broad peak a t a n observed wavelength
of 23pm i n the low resolution spectrum is the rest-frame 7.ipm PAH feature.
IS0 observations have established that the strengthof this feature provides good
discrimination between the AGN and starburst mechanisms ( L u t z et al. 1998).
More luminous systems tend to have a higher incidence of AGN (and weak or
non-existent 7.7pm PAH emission).
More quantitative information about excitation conditions and abundances
can be obtained by measuring thestrengths of the gas-phase emission lines
visible in the high resolution spectrum in Figure 7. In particular ratios of the
forbidden neon lines including [NeII] 12.8pm, [NeV] 14.3pm, and [NeIII] 1.5.6pm
can readily distinguish starbursts. shocks, and AGN, and are very insensitive
to extinction (Voit 1992). The high ratio of [NeII]/[NeIII] and [NeIII]/[NeV] in
Figure 7 is clear evidence for a stxburst.
Finally, for sources with known redshift, PACS will mea.sure featuresto
> 20Opm, and for sourceswith adequate flux, HIFI will resolve the velocity
structure of lines such as [CIII] lfj8pn1, which is thoughtto be theprimary
cooling line i n star-forming galaxies.

7.

Conclusions

SIRTF’s and FIRSTS advanws over previous IR capabilities will enable drarrlatic progress to be made on somp of today’s most pressing questions regarding
I n thebroadestterms,they
will provide the
galaxyformationandevolution.
data needed to understand the connection between the starlight making up the
UV/Optical cosmic background and the dust responsible for the CIB.
Surveys with IRAC will enable the generation of field galaxy samples selected on the rest-frame 1.6pm peak out to z = 4. Such samples are cornplementary to those based on the Lyman break, because they are relatively insensitive
to dust and to the current star formation rate. These samples will be selected
approximately on mass, assuming the local linear scaling of the 1.6pm peak with
dynamical mass (i.e., the Tully-Fisher relation) continues t o hold at high redshift. By sampling around the rest frame 1.6pm peak, we expect that IRAC will
be able to estimate photometric redshifts to 10% for galaxies as bright as L’ to
z > 3. 1\/IIPSand SPIRE observations will allow the study of ULIRG’s to t
3
and beyond out to > lOOpm in the restframe. The resulting spectral energy
distributions will define thebolometricluminosities of sourcesrecentlyfound
by SCUBA, and establish the degree of overlap between the sub-mm and UV
selected populations. IRS observations will provide redshifts for populations too
red to measure using ground-based telescopes, and reveal the estent to which
AGN vs. starbursts are responsible for the ULIRG component a,s a function of
lookback time. High resolution spectra of more luminous sources with HIFI will
reveal the temperature, density and kinematics of the high redshift ISM.
Finally, with these advances in the capability, it is highly likely that previously unsuspected phenomena will be discovered. The first opportunity for the
astronomical community to make such discoveries is fast approaching: the first
proposals for SIRTF time will be due in September 2000, with hunch a little
over a year later.
N
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